solutions for learning
Today’s higher education spaces are expected to perform in ways we never would have imagined a decade ago. The pressure is on to invest resources into physical spaces that not only meet the needs of 21st century learners, but also help attract and retain the best students and staff. Global’s educational products are developed with the insights of both students and educators, resulting in flexible, inclusive, and enduring solutions that fulfill the specialized needs of progressive learning environments.

Terina™ tables with Duet™ seating.
We offer solutions that engage students wherever they choose to learn.
Tablet Seating

*Sirena™* Lounge Chair with Casters, Right MDF Tablet and Book Shelf (3372CRTM); and *Orion™* Lounge Chair, Right Laminate Tablet (8481R-TBL).

*Ballara™* Lounge Chair, Armless with Right Tablet (9751NA / 9758R); and *Citi Square™* Single Seat with Arms and Right Laminate Tablet (S7875RT).
Collaborative seating brings new life to many traditional environments.
River™ Personal Harbor, Standard Back (7746); and Extended High Back configuration with Rectangular Laminate End Table and Round Laptop Table.

Wind™ Lounge Chair (3361); and Wind Linear™ Single Seater, Armless (3361NA).
The classroom is everywhere.
Terina™ Rectangular Table, 60" W x 24" W with Modesty Panel (GFT2460RV / GFT60MV).

Bungee™ Rectangular Flip-Top Table, Spider Legs, 48" W x 24" D with Modesty Panel (BX2448RES / BX48QMP); and Zgether™ 72" x 24" Rectangular Table, Flip Top (IT2472RX).
Faculty spaces should engage everyone.
Task Chairs

*Moda™* Task with Upholstered Seat and Polypropylene Back (6965); and *Roma™* Mesh Medium Posture Back with Arms (1906).

*Novello™* Task (6400); and *Spritz™* Weight Sensing Synchro-Tilter (6761-8).
Flex spaces require furniture that easily stacks or nests.

Terina™ tables with Duet™ seating.
Stacking Chairs

Duet™ Armless Chair, Polypropylene Seat and Back (6621); and Popcorn™ Armless Chair, Upholstered Seat and Polypropylene Back (6713).

Sonic™ Armless Stacking Chair, Polypropylene Seat and Back (6508); and Bakhita™ Armchair, Upholstered Seat and Polymer Back (6752).
We design and test our products to endure.
**T**ables

**Duet™ Tables** Stacking Table (DTS1828P); and Stacking Table, Ganging frame (DTS1828PG).

**Zook™ Tables** 29"H Medium Pod Table, Four Legged, 35”W x 20.9”D (ZK352129L); and 4 Person Table, 59”W x 59”W (ZK45959).
Benching: a great solution for heads down and heads up time.
Tables

Swap™ Table 72"W x 30’D (SWP511) with Duet™ seating; and Intelli Beam™ with 2gether™ and Novello™ seating.

Princeton™ Tables 29'H Table, 120’W x 42’D (PN1204229) with Duet™ seating; and Zira™ Tables 36'H Rectangular Island Media Table, 96’W x 60’D (Z6096RMIM) with Novello™ stools.
Make use of the 'spaces in between' classrooms to stretch the real estate.
Nesting Chairs

Roma™ Mesh Medium Back Armchair (1899); and Spritz™ Flip Seat Nesting Armchair, Casters (6765C).